
A few initial ideas that I think can strengthen and grow Educators Rising include a larger
social media presence, more resources to clubs that represent educators rising, and overall trying
to make a large impact in childrens lives this year. I believe that a larger social media presence
that shows off what Educators Rising is can make an incredible impact on the coverage and
awareness of educators rising and why it is so important. I speak at eighth grade orientations,
freshman orientations and many other events to try and get children involved when they have the
opportunity to. I personally describe educators rising as an organization to positively impact
childrens lives while strengthening the minds of the future educators of the world. I think if we
try to push educators rising more throughout the community, we can have more people involved
and greatly change peoples lives. I personally always struggled with finding resources and things
to do with the club in my high school, as the president I am always trying to better my
community and give my fellow members opportunities for greatness. I think that if there were
more resources for clubs to use, the clubs/classes would be even greater. I think trying to have
goals for these groups to make by the end of the year, it will allow them to make a greater impact
around their communities. I personally believe that educators rising has the potential to change
the lives of children, offer community tutoring sessions, classes, and other events at places local
to them to make the lives of families much easier. I would love to partner with an organization or
make something where children are able to go after school to get help from local highschool and
college students to have better test scores and grades. I would also love to set up a pen pal system
where members can be connected with younger children to give them advice, and just have a
friend when nobody else will listen. I believe that any of these things would greatly benefit those
around us in more ways than one. Sometimes are best friends in life are those who mentor us. A
few gaps I notice within the organization is overall just the lack of accessibility to resources for
students and teachers to positively utilize the resources we do have. I also believe that personally
going to the Wisconsin Educators Rising Summit conference, I think there could be better
planning or overall ability to allow students to receive more adequate experiences at these
conferences.


